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Oct 3, 2017 - 2 min - Uploaded by Madman FilmsThe Party - Official Trailer . As the guests arrive at their home in London the
party takes an .. The Party is a 2017 British black comedy film written and directed by Sally Potter. The film was shot in black
and white and features a seven-actor ensemble of.. Feb 15, 2018 . Kristin Scott Thomas as Janet in Sally Potter's movie The
Party. . Timothy Spall looks so defeated in The Party it's a wonder he isn't waving a.. All of this is one reason why "The Party"
is so enjoyable. Sellers works. He develops a character and plays it, for better or worse, for the whole movie.. Movie times,
release date, available on DVD/Blu-Ray, plus trailers and reviews for The Party. British black comedy about a fancy dinner
party that doesn't go.. Janet hosts a party to celebrate her new promotion, but once the guests arrive it . Entire movie is shown in
black and white, however the end credits include.. May 10, 2018 . Can Melissa McCarthy make a good movie anymore? . as the
newly divorced, 40-something mom Deanna in Life of the Party, decides to.. Feb 16, 2018 . Ever unpredictable, the writerdirector Sally Potter returns with The Party, a brief (barely over an hour, sans credits) and darkly amusing.. Feb 13, 2017 . So it
proves in The Party, a deliciously heightened, caviar-black comedy that sets up . I like a Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf type of
movie.. The Party movie reviews & Metacritic score: Janet (Kristin Scott Thomas) is hosting an intimate gathering of friends in
her London home to celebrate her poli.. Movie Info. In Sally Potter's new dark comedy THE PARTY, Janet (Kristin Scott
Thomas) is hosting an intimate gathering of friends in her London home to.. Jun 21, 2017 - 2 min - Uploaded by Filmcoopi
ZrichTHE PARTY (Official Trailer, English / deutsch, franais). Filmcoopi Zrich . Duration: 2:50 .. Feb 16, 2018 . Nothing
about The Party feels especially taboo. The movie prefers honesty verging on anguish. Potter wants your chagrin as much as
your.. Oct 9, 2017 . Read the Empire review of The Party. Find out everything you need to know about the film from the
world's biggest movie destination.. Feb 16, 2018 . The first must-see movie of 2018. . politician, and the title party, a small
affair, is meant to celebrate her promotion in the British government.. Life of the Party Movie. 153339 likes 515 talking about
this. Movie.. Feb 13, 2017 . Sally Potter's 71-minute film The Party is a short, sharp, funny shock of a movie; a theatrical
drawing-room comedy which plays out in real time.. THE PARTY - a comedy wrapped around a tragedy unfolds in real time in
a . "Sally Potter's new movie "The Party" is a wonderful blend of ancient drama and.. Oct 15, 2017 . The titular party of writerdirector Sally Potter's riotous tragicomedy is both a ghastly social function at which bourgeois lives unravel and the.. May 11,
2018 . Life of the Party is a sweet, smile-worthy pic about 70% of the time. The rest, though, can feel kinda nasty. 15c48777a1
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